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a b s t r a c t 

Temporal modulations in the envelope of acoustic waveforms at rates around 4 Hz constitute a strong acoustic 

cue in speech and other natural sounds. It is often assumed that the ascending auditory pathway is increasingly 

sensitive to slow amplitude modulation (AM), but sensitivity to AM is typically considered separately for individ- 

ual stages of the auditory system. Here, we used blood oxygen level dependent (BOLD) fMRI in twenty human 

subjects (10 male) to measure sensitivity of regional neural activity in the auditory system to 4 Hz temporal 

modulations. Participants were exposed to AM noise stimuli varying parametrically in modulation depth to char- 

acterize modulation-depth effects on BOLD responses. A Bayesian hierarchical modeling approach was used to 

model potentially nonlinear relations between AM depth and group-level BOLD responses in auditory regions 

of interest (ROIs). Sound stimulation activated the auditory brainstem and cortex structures in single subjects. 

BOLD responses to noise exposure in core and belt auditory cortices scaled positively with modulation depth. 

This finding was corroborated by whole-brain cluster-level inference. Sensitivity to AM depth variations was par- 

ticularly pronounced in the Heschl’s gyrus but also found in higher-order auditory cortical regions. None of the 

sound-responsive subcortical auditory structures showed a BOLD response profile that reflected the parametric 

variation in AM depth. The results are compatible with the notion that early auditory cortical regions play a key 

role in processing low-rate modulation content of sounds in the human auditory system. 
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ntroduction 

Natural sounds contain temporal regularities on slow time scales

hat are reflected in the temporal envelopes of the acoustics waveforms.

his is also the case during verbal communication. Speech is character-

zed by prominent low-frequency (2-8 Hz) envelope modulations with

odulation spectra peaking at around 4 Hz ( Greenberg et al., 2003 ;

ing et al., 2017 ; Varnet et al., 2017 ; Poeppel and Assaneo, 2020 ).

hese slow temporal modulations are important for speech recognition

 Steeneken and Houtgast, 1980 ; Drullman et al., 1994 ; Shannon et al.,

995 ; Elliott and Theunissen, 2009 ). They provide cues for phonetic

arsing ( Stevens, 2002 ) and speech perception in noise ( Jørgensen et al.,

013 ). Cortical activity in auditory areas is synchronized to slow tem-
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oral modulations in speech ( Luo and Poeppel, 2007 ; Ding and Si-

on, 2012 , 2013 ; Santoro et al., 2014 ; Hullett et al., 2016 ; Oganian and

hang, 2019 ) corroborating the notion that they play a critical role for

peech intelligibility ( Riecke et al., 2018 ; Zoefel et al., 2018 ). Taken to-

ether, these lines of research provide converging evidence that slow

emporal modulations constitute a strong acoustic cue for processing

peech and natural sounds ( Poeppel and Assaneo, 2020 ). 

Given its relevance for speech and natural sounds, it is an impor-

ant to pinpoint human auditory brain regions that are sensitive to low-

ate modulation content. However, it is unclear how sensitivity to slow

emporal modulations emerges along the ascending pathway of the hu-

an auditory system. This is difficult to address in vivo with neuro-

hysiological methods. The limited spatial resolution and large source-

o-sensor proximity of noninvasive recording techniques such as mag-
ovember 2021 
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(  
etoencephalography / electroencephalography (MEG/EEG) can cause

ndesired mixing of auditory responses from separate sources and intro-

uce spatio-spectral biases in the measured responses. This makes it dif-

cult to dissociate AM tuning at different stages of the auditory system.

n contrast, better spatial resolution of invasive recording techniques

uch as electrocorticography (ECoG) allow for a more detailed spatio-

emporal characterization of synchronized responses at slow modulation

ates ( Liégeois-Chauvel et al., 2004 ; Hullett et al., 2016 ; Forseth et al.,

020 ). However, intracranial recordings rarely allow for concurrent

ecordings in brainstem, thalamic and cortical structures, which makes

t difficult to simultaneously characterize differences in modulation tun-

ng properties at different stages in the auditory system. 

Blood oxygen level dependent (BOLD), functional magnetic reso-

ance imaging (fMRI) does not have these limitations in terms of spa-

ial coverage and sensitivity. BOLD fMRI enables concurrent mapping

f the entire auditory system and can potentially isolate auditory re-

ponses without undesired mixing of cortical, thalamic, and brainstem

esponses ( Giraud et al., 2000 ; Sitek et al., 2019 ). Previous fMRI stud-

es in humans have characterized variations in BOLD response to ampli-

ude modulated (AM) stimuli at different modulation rates ( Giraud et al.,

000 ; Schönwiesner and Zatorre, 2009 ; Overath et al., 2012 ; Leaver and

auschecker, 2016 ; Sohoglu et al., 2020 ). Giraud et al. (2000) reported

 number of cortical regions (including Heschl’s gyrus, superior tempo-

al gyrus and superior temporal sulcus) that responded preferentially

o slow (4-16 Hz) temporal AM. It was also suggested that BOLD re-

ponses exhibit preference for progressively slower modulation rates as

ne ascends the auditory pathway from superior olivary complex (SOC)

hrough inferior colliculus (IC) to auditory cortex ( Giraud et al., 2000 ).

n line with these findings, ( Overath et al., 2012 ) found that regions in

uditory cortex exhibits sensitivity to 3 Hz amplitude modulations in

arrowband and broadband noise carriers (i.e. greater BOLD response

agnitude to 3 Hz AM stimuli than to unmodulated stimuli). Sound-

voked BOLD activations in Heschl’s gyrus have similarly been reported

o have greater magnitude and extent for 5 Hz AM stimuli than for 0.5-

nd 20 Hz AM stimuli ( Tanaka et al., 2000 ). 

In these fMRI studies, AM rate is varied while modulation depth

s kept constant. However, characterizing neural sensitivity to AM re-

uires a measure of modulation contrast, which can be obtained by vary-

ng modulation depth at a given fixed modulation rate ( Johnson et al

020 ). From animal electrophysiology it is known that a prevalent class

uditory cortical neurons detect increases in modulation depth at low

odulation rates by increasing their firing rate ( Johnson et al 2020 ),

ut also that relations between modulation depth and neural responses

an be complex and nonlinear ( Nelson and Carney, 2007 ). However,

opulation-level techniques like fMRI have not yet been used to charac-

erize AM sensitivity to parametric variations in modulation depth and

t is unclear whether AM sensitivity at slow rates emerges already in

ubcortical or early auditory cortex, or whether it is more pronounced

n higher-order auditory cortical regions. Understanding how sound-

voked response magnitude change with modulation depth at differ-

nt stages of the auditory system is not only relevant for psychophysics

 Nelson and Carney, 2007 ; Niwa et al., 2012 ), but can potentially pro-

ide valuable insights into abnormal response properties with hearing

eficits ( Encina-Llamas et al., 2019 ). 

This lack of knowledge and the relevance of ∼3-5 Hz temporal mod-

lations in speech processing motivated this fMRI study. Our aim was to

larify how changes in modulation depth of 4 Hz AM stimuli are coded

y regional neuronal activity at different stages of the auditory system

nd to explore the capabilities of fMRI in characterizing AM depth cod-

ng cortically and subcortically. To this end, we exposed healthy volun-

eers to amplitude modulated noise, which was parametrically varied

n modulation depth, using a 4 Hz temporal modulator. We used noise

arriers and examined the effect of varying modulation depth over sev-

ral depth values. We used both whole-brain cluster-level inference and

ayesian hierarchical models to examine how increases in amplitude
2 
odulation depth are reflected by the regional BOLD fMRI responses in

uditory brainstem, thalamus, and cortex structures. 

ethods 

articipants 

Data from 20 young, righted handed ( Oldfield, 1971 ) adults were

ollected. All subjects reported being healthy. The subjects aged be-

ween 18 and 32 years (mean = 23.4, standard deviation = 3.57) and ten

f the subjects were female. One subject also took part in an earlier ver-

ion of the fMRI experiment that was changed due to a technical issue

nd the data from the earlier version of the experiment were excluded.

ata from a left-handed female subject were collected with the goal of

sing it for a future study. Data from one additional male subject was

ollected but had to be excluded due to excessive motion in the scanner.

he subjects did not undergo an audiological assessment but reported

ormal hearing. The study was approved by the Regional Committee

n Health Research Ethics of the Capital Region of Denmark (Record-

d: H-19036566) and all subjects provided written informed consent to

articipate in the study. 

RI data acquisition 

Neuroimaging data were collected on a Siemens Magnetom Prisma

T scanner at the Danish Research Centre for Magnetic Resonance Imag-

ng (DRCMR) using a 64-channel head coil. Data were collected from

ach subject over two scanning sessions on the same day with a break

etween the sessions. The first session included functional scans and

 structural T1w scan. The second session included diffusion weighted

cans, multi-echo FLASH scans and a structural T2w scan. Here, we fo-

us on functional MRI scans and T1w and T2w scans as described in the

re-registration. We do not describe the remaining sequences in detail. 

The functional scans were acquired using an echo-planar T2 ∗ -

eighted imaging (EPI) sequence. The following acquisition parameters

ere used for the functional sequences: repetition time (TR) of TR = 7000

s, acquisition time (TA) of TA = 1541 ms, flip angle of 90 o , echo time

f 30 ms, approximate resolution of 2.6 mm x 2.6 mm x 2.6 mm and a

lice spacing of 20 %. A multi-band acceleration factor of 2 was used to

ake acquisition time shorter and thereby increase the duration of the

ilent period between acquisitions. 46 in-plane interleaved slices were

cquired, providing whole-brain coverage. Slices were ascending inter-

eaved within each multi-band block. Functional EPI data from 6 runs

ere collected from each subject. Three dummy scans were included

t the beginning of each run. Four additional EPI scans with reversed

hase-encoding readout were acquired in between run 3 and run 4. 

We found during pilot scans that the usage of fat suppression pulses

roduced intensity artifacts across slices in the EPI data whenever a de-

ay in TR was introduced, presumably due to T1 relaxation effects. This

as also the case for shorter delays in TRs (e.g., 3 s) and the artifacts

ould not be alleviated by changes in slice spacing. Such artifacts have,

o our knowledge, not previously been described even though sparse de-

igns are widely used in auditory fMRI. We were concerned that such in-

ensity differences could interact with motion and thereby interact with

ontrasts of interest. This may be of particular concern when using in-

erleaved slice orders and/or multiband acceleration due to generation

f non-trivial artefacts. For this reason, we decided to focus on EPI data

ithout fat suppression. The EPI acquisition bandwidth was adjusted to

inimize possibility of overlap between fat rim and anatomical regions-

f-interest. To be able illustrate the effect of fat saturation on the EPI

mages we additionally collected EPI data with fat suppression (two im-

ges in both phase-encoding directions) after the main fMRI experiment.

hese effects are shown in Fig. S2 in the Supplementary material. 

T1-weighted magnetization prepared high-resolution gradient echo

MPRAGE) images were acquired from each subject at the end of the
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Fig. 1. Schematic of the experiment and sound stimuli. A: Schematic of the sparse-acquisition fMRI paradigm. Each scan was interspersed with silence and there 

was a delay in TR of 7 s. Scans are illustrated by gray boxes and the timing of each slice in multiband accelerated, interleaved acquisition sequence is illustrated in 

each gray box by zig-zag patterns. Stimuli were presented in periods with silence in between each scan. Sound stimuli were presented with a fixed delay relative to 

the preceding scan. B: Examples of noise waveforms when imposing different levels of amplitude modulation on the sound stimuli. 
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n  
rst scanning session. The following acquisition parameters were used:

R = 2700 ms, TE = 3.7 ms, flip angle = 9 o , inversion time TI = 1090 ms,

oxel size: 0.9 mm x 0.9 mm x 0.9 mm. A T2-weighted image was fur-

her collected as the first scan of the second session with the following

cquisition parameters: TR = 3200 ms, TE = 408 ms, voxel size: 0.9 mm x

.9 mm x 0.9 mm. 

ound stimuli 

Noise stimuli were presented to subjects in the 3T Siemens Prisma

canner via Sensimetrics S14 earphones. Different realizations of Gaus-

ian white noise were used as noise carriers. All stimuli had duration

f 4.5 s (corresponding to 18 cycles in a 4 Hz sinusoid) and a sound

ressure level (SPL) of 80 dB. The sound pressure level was calibrated

sing a Norsonic Nor139 sound level meter, a G.R.A.S. 42AP piston-

hone and a G.R.A.S. IEC 60318-4 Ear Simulator Kit. Sinusoidal am-

litude modulations with a modulation frequency of 4 Hz were phase

hifted with - 𝜋/2 and imposed on the stimuli. The modulation depth

f the amplitude modulator was either m = 0, m = 0.25, m = 0.50, m = 0.75

r m = 1 (see Fig. 1 ). The stimuli were in all cases ramped using 1/8 s

ong 4 Hz onset/offset ramps and the first-half cycle and last-half cycle

f the modulator were not further modulated to minimize onset/offset

ffects. Stimuli were high pass filtered at 50 Hz and lowpass filtered

t 3 kHz using Butterworth filters (after imposing amplitude modula-

ion) and linearly equalized to account for the frequency response of

he earphones. The noise stimuli in all stimulus trials were presented

t the same sound pressure level to avoid introducing level differences

 Sigalovsky and Melcher, 2006 ). Audio stimuli were generated in MAT-

AB (MathWorks, Natick, MA) version R2018b. 

rocedure 

The functional MRI experiment consisted of six runs. Each functional

un consisted of 59 scans and 3 dummy scans. The 4.5-s long noise stim-

li were presented in the 5459 ms long silent periods between acquisi-

ions. The silent gap between each volume acquisition offset and sound

timulus onset was 0.2 s. The noise stimuli were presented in blocks con-

aining two consecutive trials with identical stimulus types, i.e., noises
3 
ith the same AM depth. Stimulus blocks were followed by two or three

onsecutive silent trials with no stimulus presentation. Stimulus blocks

ere separated apart by at least two acquisitions (14 s) to minimize the

nfluence of stimulus-related hemodynamic responses on the subsequent

timulus block. Each stimulus type occurred in two stimulus blocks. One

f these stimulus blocks contained two stimulus trials followed by two

ilent trials and the other stimulus block contained two stimulus trials

ollowed by three silent trials. Two additional blocks that either con-

isted of one catch block and one silence block or two catch blocks were

ncluded in each run. Catch blocks consisted of one catch trial with a

oise stimulus presented at 70 dB SPL followed by silent trials. A catch

lock was replaced by a null block with only silent trials for functional

uns with only one catch trial. The block order was pseudorandomly ar-

anged subject to the constraint that the first and last block could not

e a silence/catch block, that silence/catch blocks could not occur con-

ecutively, and that blocks with the same stimulus type could not occur

onsecutively. Block order was different for each subject. Excluding the

atch trials, four volumes were acquired for each depth of modulation

n each run. Two additional silent trials were included in the beginning

nd end of each functional scan. 

Subjects were instructed to listen to the noise stimuli delivered via in-

ert earphones and to press a button with their right index finger when-

ver a stimulus with lower sound pressure level was detected. We did

ot measure acoustic scanner noise or attempt to assess subject percep-

ion of scanner noise during the experiment. Subjects were instructed

o gaze on a cross-hair shown visually on a projector screen and en-

ouraged to minimize motion during each scan. Pulse and respiration

ata were acquired from subjects during scanning using a pulse meter

ttached to the left ring finger and a respiration belt. An experimen-

al checklist used by the experimenter during scanning is available on

ttps://osf.io/pfyt7/ . 

ata preprocessing 

The three dummy scans and first two volumes of each functional

can were discarded for all remaining analyses. No sound stimuli had

een presented in time periods preceding these acquisitions. Scans were

ot slice-time corrected. Functional scans were motion corrected us-

https://osf.io/pfyt7/
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ng SPM12 routines with a 7 th order b-spline interpolation ( spm_realign ;

uality = 1.0; FWHM = 5; separation = 3; realignment to the mean volume

sing a two-step procedure) ( Friston et al., 1995 ). Geometric distor-

ions were estimated using the FSL 6.0.1 routine topup ( Andersson et al.,

003 ) from images with opposing phase-encoding directions. Geometric

istortions were corrected using the FSL routine applytopup with Jaco-

ian modulation and trilinear interpolation. 

Anatomical T1w and T2w images were processed with FreeSurfer

.1.0 using the recon-all preprocessing pipeline ( Dale et al., 1999 ;

ischl et al., 1999 , 2002 , 2004 ) with the 3T-specific flag. The distor-

ion corrected, mean EPI images were co-registered within-subject to

natomical images using Freesurfer’s boundary-based registration ap-

roach with a 6 degrees of freedom registration ( bbregister ; optimizer

nitialized with FSL’s algorithm flirt ) ( Greve and Fischl, 2009 ). A lib-

ral brain mask was applied to the mean EPI image using ANTs rou-

ines prior to boundary-based registration. The functional data were

ubsequently masked using a more precise brain mask that was also

sed as spatial constraint for first-level analysis (see next subsection).

asked, functional data were spatially smoothed with a 2-mm full-width

t half-maximum (FWHM) isotropic Gaussian kernel using SPM12 rou-

ines ( spm_smooth ) to improve signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) for first- and

econd-level analyses. Note that analyses of BOLD signals in regions of

nterests (ROIs) were based on BOLD data without such global kernel-

ased spatial smoothing. 

patial normalization 

A study-specific group template was created from skull-stripped and

ntensity corrected T1w and T2w images using antsMultivariateTem-

lateConstruction2 available with Advanced Normalization Tools (ANTs

ersion 2.3.4). The image registration incorporated rigid and affine

ransformations followed by hierarchical diffeomorphic transformations

ased on a Greedy Symmetric Normalization model (maximum allowed

terations of 100 ×100 ×70 ×50 ×20, smoothing factors of 5 ×3 ×2 ×1 ×0

oxels, shrinking factors of 10 ×6 ×4 ×2 ×1, gradient steps: 0.1 mm, sim-

larity metric: cross-correlation). The study-specific T1w template was

o-registered to a MNI template using a rigid and affine transformation

ollowed by a Greedy SyN transformation (4 resolutions at each step

ith a cross-correlation distance metric and convergence threshold of

0 − 6 , maximum allowed iterations of 100 ×70 ×50 ×50, smoothing fac-

ors of 3 ×2 ×1 ×0 and shrinking factors of 8 ×4 ×2 ×1). A similar normal-

zation strategy has recently been employed by Ye et al. (2020) . We

sed the “MNI152_2009_template.nii.gz ” distributed with AFNI as refer-

nce for spatial normalization. The affine transformation from EPI to

reprocessed T1w was converted to an ANTs compatible format using

he ITK-snap tool Convert3D. Transformations were combined such that

ontrast images and T-statistic images in native functional space could

e resampled onto the MNI template using a single-shot resampling

cheme. 

irst-level GLM 

Boxcar regressors were formed for each run with unitary activa-

ions in periods where sound stimuli were presented. The amplitude

odulation depth of the stimuli was modeled with parametric regres-

ors. The linear parametric regressor was included in the GLM analy-

is along with its second order polynomial expansion. Boxcar regres-

ors were similarly formed for catch trials and subject responses. Box-

ar regressors were convolved with standard canonical hemodynamic

esponse functions (HRFs). The GLM analysis incorporated a high-pass

lter for each run constituting discrete cosine transform bases that ac-

ounted for slow drifts (high-pass cutoff of 128 s). Potentially confound-

ng sources of noise in the BOLD data were modelled as nuisance re-

ressors in the first-level statistical analysis ( Lindquist et al., 2019 ). Fol-

owing our pre-registered analysis we included the following nuisance

egressors: 6 motion regressors estimated from rigid body realignment;

stimates of framewise displacements ( Power et al., 2012 ); physiological
4 
egressors estimated from data collected with a pulse meter and respira-

ion belt using retrospective image correction (RETROICOR coefficients

 Glover et al., 2000 ) with second expansion order for cardiac pulsation

nd first expansion order for respiration); and 6 principal components

xtracted from voxel responses in white matter (WM) and ventricular

erebrospinal fluid (CSF) after projecting out slow temporal trends (i.e.

CompCor coefficients ( Behzadi et al., 2007 )). Anatomical masks for

M and CSF were extracted from the FreeSurfer segmentation, eroded

y 2 voxels to minimize risks of overlap with voxels of interest (e.g.

ue to partial volume effects) and applied to bias corrected data (with-

ut kernel smoothing) for computing aCompCor coefficients (masks are

hown in Fig. S4 in Supplementary Material). The first-level GLM anal-

sis further incorporated outlier censoring ( Siegel et al., 2014 ). Global

utliers in the functional scans were here defined based on volume in-

ensities and estimated motion parameters using ArtifactDetect (avail-

ble with Nipype) with default settings. The GLM analysis incorporated

re-whitening using the SPM12 routine FAST ( Corbin et al., 2018 ). First-

evel contrasts of sound versus baseline (sound > baseline) were explored

n a single-subject level (see Fig. 2 ). First-level T-statistics reported in

ig. 2 were adjusted using a family-wise error (FWE) Bonferroni correc-

ion ( 𝛼= 0.05). Contrasts for positive linear parametric effects of mod-

lation depth were further considered for a second-level analysis (see

ext subsection). Estimates of motion parameters are visualized in Fig.

1 in Supplementary Material. 

roup-level analyses 

Relations between stimulus modulation depth and measured BOLD

esponses were explored on a group-level using Bayesian hierarchical

odeling of data in pre-defined ROIs and whole-brain cluster-level in-

erence. These approaches are complementary, and each has advan-

ages and disadvantages. Bayesian hierarchical modeling of the data in

re-defined ROIs can provide detailed insights into complex stimulus-

esponse relations and express posterior uncertainty about model pa-

ameter estimates. However, focusing on a set pre-defined ROIs may

lso miss AM sensitive regions outside these ROIs. Whole-brain infer-

nce based on cluster-based statistics capitalizes on spatial structure in

he measured voxel responses ( Noble et al., 2020 ) and is not spatially

estricted to the ROIs. However, cluster-based inference may lack spa-

ial specificity and require multiple comparisons adjustments to control

or Type 1 error rates. The following sections describe these approaches

n more details. 

hole-brain analysis 

Whole-brain cluster-level inference was used to corroborate analy-

es of effects of modulation depth on BOLD responses in pre-defined

OIs. Here, we focused on linear positive effects of parametric mod-

lator on the BOLD response. Cluster-level inference was based on a

on-parametric one-sample sign flipping test ( Smith et al., 2004 ) us-

ng threshold-free cluster enhancement (TFCE) statistics ( Smith and

ichols, 1996 ). For simplicity, we refer to inference on TFCE statistics as

luster-level inference. Cluster-level inference was performed using the

SL routine Randomise ( Winkler et al., 2014 ) using 10,000 sign-flips and

 mm variance smoothing ( Smith and Nichols, 1996 ). Age and gender

ere included as nuisance variables. Qualitatively similar results were

btained without these nuisance variables. A FWE correction thresh-

ld of 𝛼= 0.05 was considered for cluster-level inference. One-sample

-statistics were estimated for two non-overlapping subsets of the data

for odd-numbered subjects and even-numbered subjects) to illustrate

ariability across data splits. 

re-defined anatomical ROIs 

Following our pre-registration, we analyzed BOLD data in pre-

efined regions of interest (ROI). ROIs were extracted from the atlas by

 Glasser et al., 2016 ) that is distributed with MNE ( Gramfort et al., 2014 ;
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Fig. 2. Single-subject first-level results for main effect of sound stimulation (i.e. noise > baseline). The results presented here are based on GLM analyses that included 

data from all trials. A, D: FWE corrected first-level statistical maps projected into MNI space. Thresholded maps are shown on group-specific T2w template projected 

into MNI space. Each panel show data from a given subject. Red lines show 30 % contours of probabilistic maps obtained from the same statistically thresholded maps 

from every other subject (i.e. leave-one-subject-out). Outline of anatomical ROIs are illustrated with blue contours. B,C: Rendering of 3D reconstructed brainstem 

with black slices highlighting view in panel A respectively panel D. E: Spatial overlap in native functional space between subcortical anatomical ROIs and statistical 

maps thresholded for significance using a FWE correction. Overlap with each ROI is expressed as the number of overlapping voxels divided by the total number of 

voxels in the given anatomical ROI. Each row reflect data from a given subject. Columns show overlap with each anatomical ROI. F: Average T-statistic in each ROI. 

A similar plotting convention as in panel E is here considered. Tick labels are shared across panel E and F. 
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ills, 2016 ). The atlas was resampled to each subject’s cortical surface

nd converted into nonoverlapping binary masks in native functional

pace. ROIs for primary auditory cortex (A1), the lateral belt complex

LBelt), the medial belt complex (MBelt), the retro insular area (RI), the

uditory 4 complex (A4), and the para belt complex (PBelt) were con-

idered for the subsequent analyses (ROIs are visualized in voxel space

n Fig. S12 in Supplementary Material). In vivo ROIs for CN, SOC, MGB

nd IC distributed by Sitek et al. (2019) on https://osf.io/c4m82/ were

lso considered. The aforementioned ROIs were transformed to native

unctional space using ANTs routines. ROIs for CN and SOC were di-

ated with 10 respectively 3 voxels prior to down-sampling. The dilation

actors were chosen as the smallest values that were required to ensure

hat all ROIs survived down-sampling to each subject’s native functional
5 
pace. This procedure underlines limits in spatial specificity associated

ith the 3T EPI images. 

xtracting BOLD responses to each stimulus block 

Average BOLD responses to each stimulus block (averaged over both

timulus trials in each block) were analyzed in anatomical ROIs using a

ayesian hierarchical modeling approach that will be described in the

ext sub-section. We explored two different ways of extracting BOLD

ime courses to better understand how nuisance-regression might af-

ect the results: (1) by subtracting and dividing BOLD data in a given

oxel by its temporal mean across all volumes in a run and (2) based on

he beta values of a GLM that incorporated nuisance regression and ac-

https://osf.io/c4m82/
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ounted for hemodynamic response properties. The GLM analysis con-

idered here did not incorporate pre-whitening and censoring, but in-

luded RETROICOR coefficients, motion coefficients, aCompCor coef-

cients and estimates of frame-wise displacement. This GLM included

eparate boxcar regressors for each stimulus. The GLM in approach (2)

ssumed a canonical HRF and the beta value obtained for each stimulus

rial was normalized to by-run model intercepts and scaled by the peak

eight of the downsampled regressor. In all cases, the estimates were

one voxel-wise and spatially averaged over each ROI and over each

timulus block. Results obtained with the different models are shown in

he Supplementary Material. We obtained qualitatively similar results

ith the two approaches (Supplementary material Fig. S8-S9) and here

e report results obtained with approach (2). 

ayesian hierarchical modeling of BOLD responses 

It is possible that the magnitude of sound-evoked BOLD responses in

 given ROI increases monotonically with modulation depth, but that

he growth-curve is nonlinear (e.g. that magnitude of the responses are

at over some range of modulation depths). Moreover, BOLD noise char-

cteristics may differ across ROIs and subjects. Therefore, we sought to

nvestigate how AM depth relates to BOLD responses using a hierarchical

ayesian modeling approach that allows growth-curves to be nonlinear.

e considered a model that assumed separate noise characteristics in

ach ROI and each subject. For this analysis, we focused on BOLD re-

ponses averaged over stimulus trials in each block. Let 𝑚 𝑖𝑠 denote the

odulation depth of the stimulus in trial 𝑖 for subject 𝑠 . Similarly, let

 𝑖𝑠𝑟 denote BOLD response in block 𝑖 in ROI 𝑟 for subject 𝑠 and let 𝑎 𝑠 
nd 𝑔 𝑠 denote respectively age and gender of subject 𝑠 . We assume the

ollowing model: 

 𝑖𝑠𝑟 |𝜃𝑖𝑠𝑟 , 𝜎𝑠𝑟 ∼ 𝑁 

(
𝜃𝑖𝑠𝑟 , 𝜎

2 
𝑠𝑟 

)
, 

𝑖𝑠𝑟 = 𝛽0 ,𝑟 + 𝛽1 ,𝑟 ⋅ 𝑎 𝑠 + 𝛽2 ,𝑟 ⋅ 𝑔 𝑠 + 

(
𝛽3 ,𝑟 + 𝛽4 ,𝑟 ⋅ 𝑎 𝑠 + 𝛽5 ,𝑟 ⋅ 𝑔 𝑠 

)
⋅ 𝑚 

𝛾𝑟 
𝑖𝑠 
, 

𝑠𝑟 ∼ Gamma ( 2 , 1∕10 ) , 

𝑟 ∼ Gamma ( 5 , 4 ) , 

0 ,𝑟 |𝜎𝛽 ∼ 𝑁 

(
0 , 𝜎2 

𝛽

)
, 

𝛽 ∼ Gamma ( 2 , 1∕10 ) , 

The Gamma priors imposed on 𝛾𝑟 reflect our expectations about lin-

ar input-output relations in all ROIs, but allows for some flexibility in

onlinearity profiles. The priors that are imposed on the 𝜎𝑠𝑟 terms are

road and weakly informative. We impose priors on the slopes that en-

ourage sparsity and regularizes coefficients far from zero ( Piironen and

ehtari, 2017 ): 

𝛽𝑗,𝑟 
|||𝜆𝑗,𝑟 , 𝜏, 𝑐 ∼ 𝑁 

(
0 , 𝜏2 ⋅ �̃�2 

𝑗,𝑟 

)
, 

̃2 
𝑗,𝑟 

= 

𝑐 2 ⋅ 𝜆2 
𝑗,𝑟 

𝑐 2 + 𝜏2 𝜆2 
𝑗,𝑟 

, 

𝑗,𝑟 ∼ 𝐶 

+ ( 0 , 1 ) , 

∼ 𝐶 

+ ( 0 , 0 . 1 ) , 

 

2 ∼ Inv-Gamma 
(3 
2 
, 
3 
2 

)
, 𝑗 = 1 , … , 5 , 𝑟 = 1 , … , 𝑁 𝑟 , 

The hyperprior, 𝑐 2 , is here chosen to weakly regularize slope coef-

cients far from zero. A global heavy-tailed half-Cauchy hyperprior is

mposed on the parameter 𝜏. 

Age and gender were coded as continuous variables with zero mean

nd unit standard deviation across subjects. Preprocessed BOLD data
6 
ere normalized to have zero mean and unit standard deviation across

OIs, subjects and time points. Modulation depth was not transformed

ue to the power-law term. We chose to focus on marginal posteriors

f 𝛽0 ,𝑟 and group-mean slope 𝛽3 ,𝑟 to describe their expected influence

n BOLD data for this group of subjects. Marginal distributions of the

arameters are displayed with the raw data scale (i.e., by multiplying

y the standard deviation of the BOLD data and additionally adding the

ean to the intercept). We did not pursue Bayesian model comparison to

nvestigate if more parsimonious models would explain the data better.

 non-centered parametrization of priors on the slope terms was con-

idered. Bayesian inference was performed using Markov Chain Monte

arlo (MCMC) sampling using the No-U-Turn sampler ( Hoffman and

elman, 2014 ) with 2 chains, 5000 iterations and warmup period of

000 samples. Inference was performed using Pyro ( Bingham et al.,

019 ) which is built on Pytorch ( Paszke et al., 2019 ). Priors are vi-

ualized in Fig. S11 in Supplementary material. For completeness, we

lso considered an alternative modeling approach that included terms

escribing trial position relative to block onset and that incorporated

uisance regressors in the hierarchical model. BOLD responses were not

veraged over stimulus trials for this analysis. This model is described

n Supplementary Material (Fig. S10 and Fig. S15 in Supplementary Ma-

erial). 

oftware 

Data were processed using Nipype 1.5.1 ( Gorgolewski et al.,

011 ). Processing workflows included tools available with FSL 6.0.1

 Jenkinson et al., 2012 ), SPM 12 ( Penny et al., 2011 ), Advanced Nor-

alization Tools (ANTS, 2.3.4.dev203-g952e7) ( Avants et al., 2011 ),

reeSurfer 7.1.0 ( Fischl, 2012 ) and ITK Snap 3.8.0 ( Yushkevich et al.,

006 ). Tools used for figures included Seaborn 0.11.0 ( Waskom, 2021 ),

ySurfer 0.11.0, Matplotlib 3.2.1 ( Hunter, 2007 ) and Nilearn 0.6.2. ITK

nap and ParaView were used to create 3D visualizations in Fig. 2 . 

re-registration 

Hypotheses, data acquisition and parts of the data analysis were pre-

egistered online on https://osf.io/kyp6s/ . We had originally intended

o analyze average BOLD data in anatomical ROIs using a repeated-

easures analysis of variance inspired by a number of recent stud-

es (e.g. ( Overath et al., 2012 ; Norman-Haignere et al., 2013 )), but

e decided to instead model BOLD data using a Bayesian hierarchical

odel. Moreover, it is desirable to account for nuisance effects and drifts

 Alink et al., 2015 ) when modeling BOLD data. We therefore explored

ifferent ways of accounting for such effects (Fig. S8-S10 in Supplemen-

ary material). Results reported in Fig. 3 and 4 account for these effects.

esults 

eliability of sound-responsive voxels in sub-cortical ROIs 

Functional localization of subcortical auditory structures with fMRI

re challenged by a loss of signal sensitivity in brainstem voxels

 Brooks et al., 2013 ), (tSNR maps in Fig. S3 in Supplementary material).

e therefore sought to establish to what extend voxels in brainstem

how consistent responses to sound stimulation on a single-subject level

ith our slow sparse stimulation paradigm. Fig. 2 A and 2 D illustrate

WE corrected ( 𝛼= 0.05) first-level T-statistics of the sound > baseline

ontrast for each of the 20 subjects. Corrected FWE T-statistics are here

rojected into MNI space (linear interpolation with subsequent thresh-

lding at T < 3 for illustration purposes). The contour lines show proba-

ilistic maps across subjects (using a leave-one-subject-out scheme; con-

our level set at 0.3) to illustrate the spatial overlap between of activa-

ions across subjects. Significant activations in SOC ( Fig. 2 A) and IC

 Fig. 2 D) were seen in most subjects ( Fig. 2 E) and the spatial overlap

https://osf.io/kyp6s/
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Fig. 3. Bayesian hierarchical analysis of 

BOLD responses in anatomical ROIs. A: Es- 

timated regression lines in each cortical 

ROI in the left (L) and right (R) hemi- 

sphere. Shaded area indicate 99 % HPDI. 

B: Anatomical ROIs visualized on an aver- 

age inflated brain ( fsaverage) . C-E : Marginal 

posterior distributions of regression model 

parameters in each ROI. C: Marginal poste- 

rior distributions of the intercept, 𝛽0 ,𝑟 . Ver- 

tical gray lines are drawn at x = 0 for illus- 

tration purposes. Dashed vertical lines in- 

dicates 99 % HPDIs. D : Marginal posterior 

distributions of the group-mean slope, 𝛽3 ,𝑟 
(same plotting convention as in panel C ). 

E: Marginal posterior distributions of the 

power-law factor, 𝛾𝑟 . Vertical black lines are 

here drawn at x = 1 which corresponds to 

a linear input-output relation. Otherwise, a 

similar plotting convention is considered as 

in panel C and D. Panel F-H: Median val- 

ues of marginal posterior distributions dis- 

played on the inflated fsaverage surface for 

intercept F, group-mean slope G and power- 

law factor H . 

Fig. 4. A: Histogram plots of the posterior density of the group-mean slopes 

( 𝛽3 ,𝑟 ) in both (left and right) hemispheres for each cortical ROIs. B: Distribution 

of pairwise differences between the samples from the posterior distribution of 

the group-mean slopes across hemispheres (left-right) in each cortical ROI. The 

distributions have 99 % HPDIs (vertical dashed lines) that cover zero (vertical 

black line) in the considered cortical ROIs. 
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cross subjects in these auditory nuclei was high ( Fig. 2 A and 2 D; indi-

idual activations frequently overlap with contours). FWE-thresholded

ctivation maps in native functional space were frequently overlapping

ith anatomical ROIs for SOC and IC ( Fig. 2 E), but not consistently

verlapping with anatomical ROIs for CN and MGB ( Fig. 2 E). 
7 
ayesian hierarchical modeling of BOLD data in ROIs 

Our main goal was to investigate how increases in amplitude modu-

ation depth affect BOLD responses in cortical and subcortical ROIs. This

as addressed using a Bayesian hierarchical model that can characterize

onlinear growth curves in group-mean BOLD responses with increas-

ng modulation depth ( 𝑚 ). The regression lines in Fig. 3 A show expected

roup-mean BOLD response ( 𝛽0 ,𝑟 + 𝛽3 ,𝑟 ⋅ 𝑚 

𝛾𝑟 ) over a range of modula-

ion depths controlled for age and gender effects. Notably, the regres-

ion lines increase with increasing modulation depth in all cortical ROIs

 Fig. 3 A). The marginal posterior distributions of the group-mean slopes

 𝛽3 ,𝑟 ) have 99 % highest posterior density intervals (HPDIs) that overlap

ith zero in all subcortical ROIs (Table S1 in Supplementary Material

nd Fig. S8-S10 in Supplementary material) but that are shifted posi-

ively away from zero in all cortical ROIs ( Fig. 3 D, Table S1 in Supple-

entary Material). Increases in group-mean BOLD response magnitude

ith increasing modulation depth are pronounced in left A1 and in the

ateral belt complex ( Fig. 3 D) and 𝛽3 ,𝑟 in lateral belt area is greater than

3 ,𝑟 in A4 in both hemispheres (Fig. S13 in Supplementary Material).

roup-mean slope, 𝛽3 ,𝑟 , in left A1 is similarly greater than 𝛽3 ,𝑟 in A4 in

he left hemisphere (Fig. S13 in Supplementary Material). The estimated

roup-mean slopes in the cortical ROIs do not show strong indications

f hemispheric laterizations ( Fig. 4 ; distributions of pairwise differences

etween 𝛽3 ,𝑟 across hemispheres show HPDIs that overlap with zero in

ll cortical ROIs), although 𝛽3 ,𝑟 in left A1 tends to be greater than 𝛽3 ,𝑟 in

ight A1 ( Fig. 4 ). 
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Fig. 5. Whole-brain cluster-level inference. Testing for linear positive effects of amplitude modulation depth on BOLD responses. A: Cluster-level FWE-corrected 

( 𝛼= 0.05) statistical maps projected into fsaverage space. Note that true activation location and extend within each cluster cannot be determined from cluster-level 

analyses. B: Unthresholded statistical maps. The first column in panel B show results obtained based on all (N = 20) subjects. The second and third columns show 

T-statistic maps obtained with two non-overlapping subsets of the data. These are for odd-numbered subjects (i.e., sub-001, sub-003, sub-005, …) and even-numbered 

subjects (i.e., sub-002, sub-004, sub-006, …). Colorbar is shared across all panels. 
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There is a trend towards an expansive growth-curve with modulation

epth in A1 ( Fig. 3 A regression line, Fig. 3 E marginal posterior density

f the power-law factor 𝛾𝑟 has most mass above one for A1). However,

he marginal posterior HPDIs of the power-law factors ( 𝛾𝑟 ) overlap with

ne in all the considered ROIs and we cannot reliably infer from this data

hat there is a non-linear power-law relation between stimulus modula-

ion depth and group-mean BOLD responses. 

hole-brain cluster-level analysis of effect of modulation depth 

We finally investigated if ROI-wise analyses of effects of modulation

epth on BOLD responses in Fig. 3 would be corroborated by a whole-

rain cluster-level analysis. Fig. 5 A illustrates significant clusters of ac-

ivated voxels that showed stronger responses with parametric linear

ncreases in amplitude modulation depth (see Fig. S6 for visualizations

n voxel space). Significant clusters of voxels in left and right auditory

ortex showed linear increase with increasing AM depth in this whole-

rain analysis ( Fig. 5 A, Fig. S6 in Supplementary Material). The analysis

evealed no other significant clusters of voxels in thalamic or brainstem

tructures. 

iscussion 

Using sparsely sampled fMRI, we mapped the sensitivity of the hu-

an auditory system to modulation depth of 4 Hz amplitude mod-

lated noise stimuli. Bilateral clusters in left- and right auditory

ortices showed parametric increases in stimulus-evoked BOLD re-

ponses with increasing modulation depth. Subcortical auditory regions

howed consistent BOLD responses to noise stimuli in SOC and IC,

hereas consistency was low for BOLD responses in CN and MGB.

either of the subcortical auditory regions showed a detectable mod-

lation of their regional response profile by amplitude modulation

epth. 
8 
omparison with previous fMRI studies 

Our findings extend previous fMRI studies, which profiled regional

OLD responses in auditory cortical areas to AM rates of amplitude

odulated sound stimuli ( Tanaka et al., 2000 ; Giraud et al., 2000 ;

angers et al., 2003 ; Schönwiesner and Zatorre, 2009 ; Baumann et al.,

011 , 2015 ; Barton et al., 2012 ; Overath et al., 2012 ; Herdener et al.,

013 ; Brewer and Barton, 2016 ; Leaver and Rauschecker, 2016 ;

ohoglu et al., 2020 ). The spatial expression of the “best modulation fre-

uency ” (BMF), i.e., the AM rate associated with greatest BOLD response

agnitude, yielded voxel-wise cortical preference maps for certain mod-

lation rates. However, it still remains to be clarified whether auditory

ortex features a systematic functional organization by BMF (i.e. “pe-

iodotopy ”) ( Giraud et al., 2000 ; Barton et al., 2012 ; Moerel et al.,

014 ; Santoro et al., 2014 ; Brewer and Barton, 2016 ; Leaver and

auschecker, 2016 ; Sohoglu et al., 2020 ). The variability in measured

eriodotopic maps has been attributed to inter-subject variability and

ifferences in measurement resolution ( Brewer and Barton, 2016 ). Re-

ults from analyses of non-smoothed 3T fMRI data ( Barton et al., 2012 )

ave revealed gradient reversals in single-subject maps of BMF over Hes-

hl’s gyrus (HG) that divide auditory cortex into clover leaf clusters. A

roup-level 3T fMRI study ( Herdener et al., 2013 ) reported that me-

ial parts of HG show enhanced responses to faster modulation rates

16 Hz and 32 Hz) and lateral parts HG show enhanced responses to

lower modulation rates (2 Hz and 4 Hz). Other 1.5-3 T fMRI studies

 Overath et al., 2012 ; Sohoglu et al., 2020 ) have reported regional pref-

rence for slow (3-4 Hz) modulation rates throughout primary and sec-

ndary auditory cortex based on ROI-wise analyses on a group-level.

ogether, these studies show a lack of convergence regarding a poten-

ial topological organization of auditory cortical regions in terms of AM

ate tuning. 

This lack of consistency may, in part, stem from the fact that BMF

aps do not inherently provide a measure of sensitivity to AM. This re-

uires a measure that contrasts responses to modulated stimuli with re-

ponses to unmodulated ones, or some other measure of modulation con-

rast ( Johnson et al., 2020 ). BMF maps are typically derived using only

ully modulated AM stimuli, but the AM sensitivity may differ across
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ifferent voxels of the mapped cortical areas. Therefore, it is necessary

o first characterize AM sensitivity of cortical regions, e.g., by measur-

ng response growth-curves with varying AM depth as in the present

tudy. Varying depth provides a measure of modulation sensitivity at the

onsidered rate. We took this approach to identify regions of primary

uditory cortex where the neuronal response profile scales with modu-

ation depth for a 4 Hz AM stimulus. Our Bayesian hierarchical analysis

f BOLD responses revealed sensitivity to modulation depth in A1, A4,

etro-insular area and lateral-, medial- and parabelt complex ( Fig. 3 ).

ncreases in group-mean BOLD response magnitude with increases in

odulation depth were pronounced in lateral belt complex and in left

1 ( Fig. 3 and Fig. S13 in Supplementary Material) and tended to be

ower the superior temporal gyrus. 

Using either unmodulated or modulated AM stimuli at different

odulation rates, Overath et al. (2012) found that BOLD response

agnitude to AM stimuli with an average modulation rate of 3 Hz

as higher across primary and posterior nonprimary auditory cortex

ompared to responses to more rapid (29 Hz and 57 Hz) AM stimuli

 Overath et al., 2012 ). They concluded that AM sensitivity to slow AM

ates was higher in non-primary auditory cortex. However, the contrast

etween 3 Hz modulated stimuli and unmodulated stimuli also appeared

o be high – possibly similarly high - in primary regions, consistent with

he current study. On a voxel-level, it has been reported that AM tun-

ng curves of cortical voxels may vary across auditory cortical regions

 Schönwiesner and Zatorre, 2009 ) and show complex – in some cases

ulti-peaked - tuning profiles. It it plausible that group-level analy-

es and ROI-based averaging conceal more complex relations between

M rate and BOLD responses and that ROI averaging introduces low

odulation-frequency biases in measured responses. This makes it diffi-

ult to directly compare ROI-wise and group-level results described here

nd in ( Overath et al., 2012 ; Sohoglu et al., 2020 ) with single-subject

esults on a voxel level ( Schönwiesner and Zatorre, 2009 ; Barton et al.,

012 ). To characterize potential rate-specific cortical AM tuning, re-

ponse growth as a function AM depth should ideally be repeated at

ifferent rates, which may be practically challenging. Regression mod-

ls that relate (multiple correlated) features in sound stimuli to BOLD

esponses and that explicitly attempt to parametrize modulation tun-

ng curves (e.g. population receptive field models, see Kay et al., 2013 )

ight be useful for elucidating potential cortical modulation transfer

unctions (MTFs) across modulation depths. Without such evidence, the

urrent support for AM rate specificity in cortical voxels is limited. BOLD

ensitivity to 4 Hz AM in early auditory cortex, and the lack hereof in

ubcortical structures, as suggested by the current study, may simply in-

icate that later cortical stages preferentially process lower rate events

ather than AM rate tuning per se . 

omparison with animal neurophysiology 

Neural coding of AM is thought involve a hierarchical temporal-to-

ate transformation ( Johnson et al., 2020 ) along the ascending auditory

ierarchy, with an increasing number of neurons at higher stages re-

ponding to changes in AM via changes overall firing rate ( Joris et al.,

004 ). However, it is difficult to infer about relations between mod-

lation depth and AM coding in the auditory periphery as there is

onsiderable diversity and complexity in responses to AM stimuli with

ifferent modulation rates, carrier statistics and onset/offset proper-

ies ( Kuwada and Batra, 1999 ; Krishna and Semple, 2000 ; Nelson and

arney, 2007 ; Schnupp et al., 2015 ). In a comprehensive study of

M-processing in 109 cells in IC of anesthetized Mongolian gerbils,

rishna and Semple, 2000 reported that neurons in IC often show en-

anced firing rate with increases in modulation depth at one modulation

ate and suppressed firing rate with increases in modulation depth at an-

ther modulation rate. It is thus conceivable that population level aver-

ging of responses in IC would hint at weak associations between aver-

ge firing rate and modulation depth. In agreement with Overath et al.,

012 , we did not detect significant effects of slow-rate AM on BOLD re-
9 
ponses in subcortical auditory structures. These null findings may be

ttributed to limitations of fMRI (e.g. limited spatial and temporal reso-

ution) that could conceal more complex relations between modulation

epth and population-level firing rate. However, comparable 1.5-3 T

MRI studies in humans ( Giraud et al., 2000 ; Harms and Melcher, 2002 )

ave observed systematic differences in BOLD responses in subcortical

uditory nuclei with changes in stimulus modulation rate. In these stud-

es, brainstem structures responded preferentially to faster amplitude

odulations with rates greater than 32 Hz, suggesting that 3T fMRI can

ndeed reveal AM selectivity in subcortical structures. More studies will

hus be needed to clarify subcortical BOLD sensitivity to slow AM stim-

li. 

In cortical regions, we found voxels within primary and nonprimary

uditory cortex that exhibit sensitivity to increases in modulation depth

f our 4 Hz AM stimulus. Such AM-depth sensitivity could be suggestive

f populations of sound-responsive auditory cortical cells that detect in-

reases in modulation depth of slow (4 Hz) AM stimuli by increasing

verall firing-rate. Even though cortical cells typically show complex

TFs (e.g. lowpass, band-pass or band-reject), it has been reported that

lasses of cells with such properties are prevalent in primary auditory

ortex (A1) ( Liang et al., 2002 ; Scott et al., 2011 ; Johnson et al., 2020 )

nd in middle lateral auditory cortex (ML) which is a region in the au-

itory belt adjacent to A1 ( Johnson et al., 2020 ). In awake macaque

onkeys, Johnson et al. (2020) identified a prevalent class of neurons in

L and A1 that show enhanced firing rate responses to slow AM stimuli

nd suppressed firing rate responses to more rapid AM stimuli relative

o responses to unmodulated noise stimuli. In the present study, we can-

ot tease apart if AM sensitivity reflect general sensitivity to AM stimuli

e.g. broadband MTFs), preference for 4 Hz AM stimuli (e.g. bandpass

TFs) or complex MTFs with such low-frequency “peak ” regions and

igh-frequency “suppress ” regions. 

ubcortical auditory fMRI: opportunities and challenges 

Recent ultra-high field 7T fMRI studies have mapped out the hu-

an auditory periphery on a single-subject level using sparse acquisi-

ion schemes ( De Martino et al., 2013 ; Sitek et al., 2019 ). Sitek et al.

2019) reported significant sound-evoked BOLD responses in at least

our out of ten subjects in CN, IC, MGB and SOC. The statistical analy-

is was here restricted to tailored brainstem masks and corrected for

ultiple comparisons using an FDR threshold of q < 0.05 and an ad-

itional threshold on uncorrected p-values of p < 0.001. Sound-evoked

rainstem activity is less frequently evaluated on a single-subject level

n 3T fMRI studies. Encouragingly, the statistical maps in Fig. 2 sug-

ested that sound-evoked auditory peripheral responses could be mea-

ured on a single-subject level with high consistency in SOC and IC.

owever, the lower resolution 3T data may be susceptible to undesired

artial volume effects. Due to the lower spatial resolution considered in

his study, the results cannot be directly compared with the statistical

aps in Sitek et al. (2019) . Thus, more studies are needed to probe the

ensitivity and selectivity of sound-evoked BOLD fMRI responses in the

uditory periphery. 

Following numerous previous studies ( Perrachione and Ghosh, 2013 ;

eelle, 2014 ; Santoro et al., 2017 ; Sitek et al., 2019 ; Lage-

astellanos et al., 2020 ), we considered a sparse acquisition fMRI

aradigm with a long repetition time. This allowed us to present longer

4.5 s) stimuli covering multiple modulation cycles in time periods with

o acoustic scanner noise (that itself may contain strong temporal mod-

lations). Sparse temporal imaging produce undersampled time series

nd consequences hereof are reviewed in ( Peelle, 2014 ). The long repeti-

ion times render it difficult to separate phasic responses from sustained

esponses in sparse temporal imaging ( Harms et al., 2005; Harms and

elcher, 2002, 2003 ). We can therefore not resolve whether and how

he waveforms of regional BOLD responses depend on stimulus modula-

ion depth. One possibility may be that changes in stimulus modulation

epth differentially affect phasic- and sustained part of BOLD responses.
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ue to the under-sampled time course of the BOLD response, our sparse

emporal imaging approach renders it impossible to infer the relation be-

ween modulation depth and temporal changes in BOLD response wave-

orms. Another issue with sparse temporal imaging is aliasing of quasi-

hythmic physiological responses, which makes it difficult to adequately

emove the physiological noise from sparse sampled fMRI data using

uisance regression techniques (data-driven or feature-based). These ef-

ects are sometimes overlooked or perhaps masked out using brainstem

asks or masks for gray/white matter. We acknowledge that physio-

ogical noise might have affected our results and potentially introduced

ndesired noise in voxels near ventricles and arteries. This may be par-

icularly relevant in this study given the relatively coarse voxel reso-

ution and the long TR. Physiological noise together with detrimental

mpact of pulsatile motion and partial volume effects on the signal-to-

oise ratio might account for an inability to consistently observe MGB

nd CN responses on a single-subject level. Physiological noise may in-

rease with increasing field strength ( Triantafyllou et al., 2005 ) and

hese effects could thus also impact 7T studies. EPI sequence modifi-

ations such as cardiac gating ( Overath et al., 2012 ) could potentially

lleviate such problems, but such modifications put additional require-

ents on accurate estimates of cardiac motion and on modeling of non-

niformly sampled data (e.g., accounting for T1 effects). Bayesian hier-

rchical modeling of sparse sampled fMRI data prone to physiological

oise may be an appealing alternative to group-level analyses that as-

ume equal variance on first-level parameter estimates ( Eklund et al.,

019 ; Manno et al., 2019 ). 

onclusion 

We found auditory cortical regions that exhibited sensitivity to para-

etric increases in amplitude modulation depth of a 4 Hz AM stimu-

us. Sensitivity to changes in modulation depth was particularly pro-

ounced around primary regions, but also expressed in higher-order au-

itory cortex and STG. We did not detect significant effects of AM depth

n otherwise reliably sound-evoked BOLD responses in the subcortical

uditory system. This negative finding might indicate a preference for

low modulations emerging in early auditory cortex, but it may also re-

ate to the lack of specificity of fMRI to detect slow AM depth coding

ubcortically. The findings suggest a key role of bilateral auditory cor-

ex in processing 4 Hz temporal amplitude modulations. Assuming that

he observed sensitivity to slow AM generalizes to other sound stim-

li (e.g. natural sounds or speech), these results underscores the rele-

ance of auditory cortex in processing low-rate modulation content of

ounds. 
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